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 HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE 
 

          District: Dhubri 
 

                  IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NO-1, DHUBRI 
 

Present: Nur Jamal Hoque, AJS 

             Munsiff No-1 

             Dhubri 

 

    Tuesday 11th day of February, 2014 

                                                     T.S NO-21/2007 

              Tapan Saha and another V/S Jaykanta Kalita and others 

 

This suit coming on for argument on-20/1/14  in presence of:- 

 

    Mr. K. Anam                                            LD     Advocate for the plaintiff  

    Mr.  S. Hussain                                       LD advocate for the defendant 

    

 

 And having stood for consideration to this day, the court delivered the following 

judgment:- 

         JUDGMENT AND ORDER 

            “This is a suit for declaration for declaration, invalidating gift deed, 
correction of land records and for recovery of possession” 
 
1.Plaintiffs case in a nutshell is that Upendra Saha was sole owner of suit A schedule land 
of plaint and after his death his four sons the plaintiffs and proforma defendants inherited 
such land and their name has been recorded during resettlement operation in draft patta no-
59. That revenue staff under influence of defendant no-1 inserted the names of defendants 
of Group-I with intentions to grab part of suit A schedule land which described in suit B 
schedule of plaint. That on the strength of such illegal recording of their names defendant 
no-3 executed Gift Deed No-1084 dated-1/4/06 with respect to suit B schedule to defendant 
no-1 and defendant no-2 and in quick succession the defendants no-1&2  succeeded to 
obtain mutation in their names. That plaintiff's were in quite dark about the conspiracy of 
defendant no-1 and illegal insertion of names being noticed by them on-6/5/06, they filed 
Misc Case No-17/06 by fixing for objection on-7/8/06 but defendant no-12 got his name 
mutated on-17/7/06, prior to the date of objection of Misc Case No-17/06 which baffled the 
plaintiffs for filling Misc Appeal No-27/06 and cause to tact it with Misc Case No-17/06. That 
as the defendant no-1 and 2 were planing to take forcible possession of suit land, the 
plaintiff's filed an attachment proceeding under section-145 of Cr.P.C and on the basis of 
Police report the Executive Magistrate passed an order of attachment of land of schedule A 
in Misc Case No-80/06, against which defendant no-3 went to Session Judge and filed C.R 
No-27(3)/06 which was dismissed on-8/9/06. Thereafter defendant no-1 filed a proxy suit  
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      (2) 
T.S No-538/06, through defendant no-8 showing himself as proforma defendant  purchasing 
share of Late Mahendra Saha and showing defendant to be monthly tenants and illegally 
obtained an order of injunction from the court Munsiff No-3 against the collector and to 
overcome the difficulty of executing it, he got the case records of Misc Case No-80/06 
transferred to Additional Dist Magistrate and procured an illegal order of vacating order of 
attachment. That plaintiff's filed Criminal Revision No-3(4)/06 before Session Judge, Dhubri, 
who stayed the order of A.D.M and directed to restore attachment, which was openly defied 
by Magistrate and Police. That embolden by the prevailing disorder created by C.R No-
3(4)/06 and Misc(J) No-227/06, the defendant no-1, a non-existent occupant of land of B 
schedule, on the basis of in invalid gift deed, started to move and take and possession of it 
through his clown, defendant no-8 and as soon as it came to notice of plaintiff's on-
15/12/06, in the morning he pushed it down and only then, defendant no-1 appeared in the 
war field and defendant no-1 with the help of S.I Binod Barman filed a false F.I.R against the 
plaintiff no-1 and under the grip of defendant no-1, plaintiff no-1 was kept in wrongful 
confinement for 21 days. Hence upon the above plaintiff's filed instant praying declaration of 
their right, title, interest over A schedule land, cancellation of gift deed no-1084 along with 
other reliefs.  
2. The defendants no-1,2, 3(a), 6 and 8 contested this  by filling separate written 

statement both in law and facts. The defendants above with the plea of maintainability, 
cause of action, bad for non-joinder, law of limitation etc, denied entire averments of 
plaint, save and except those are specifically admitted in the written statement. The 
defendants further pleaded that Upendra Nath Saha was not the sole owner of the land of 
schedule A of plaint and plaintiffs can not inherit the entire suit land as they stated being 
legal heirs of deceased Upendra Nath Saha taking plead of wrong record leaving other 
co-possessors. That record of right of suit land was made in the year 1962 fraudulently in 
conspiracy with the staff of Dhubri Circle Office. The record of right of the suit land was 
made 1991-92 on the basis of possession over the suit land and plaintiff's could not prove  
sole title of the their father in respect of suit land. That husband of donor of gift deed  had 
four brothers namely Upendra Nath Saha, Mahendra Mohan Saha and Mohanlal Saha 
and they have their respective separate holding within the area of suit land of schedule A 
since long years and they enjoyed possession of their respective part of land without any 
dispute and donor of the suit land of schedule B is a recorded pattadar, her husband was 
in possession of the suit land. That defendant no-3 having every right gifted suit B 
schedule land to defendants no-1 and 2 through deed no-1084/06 and possession of suit 
B schedule land also was delivered to defendants no-1 and 2 and mutation of their 
names was made with knowledge of plaintiff's. That defendants no-1 and 2 never used 
any force to get possession of suit B schedule land as the donor herself with her sons 
delivered the possession of the said land to the donee. That plaintiff's filed DM(Misc) 
Case No-17/06 against the defendants in the court of A.S.O, Dhubri which was dismissed 
and donee of gift deed got their names as per A.L.L.R Act 1986.  That defendants no-1&2 
have their tea stall in the attached boundary of suit land of schedule B since more than 60 
years. That Misc Case No-277/06 and T.S No-538/06 are not proxy suit filed by the 
defendant no-8 as the written objection filed in the said cases prove the fact that interest 
of defendant no-8 and reliefs claimed there and interest of defendants are separate. That 
plaintiff's and proforma defendants have no title over suit A schedule on the basis of  
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                                                             (3) 
wrong records in their father in the Khatian and plaintiff's have kept the old documents of suit 

suppressing the material facts. It is further pleaded by the defendants that plaintiffs shows 
no faith in the judiciary using the words ''indifference of judiciary''.  

     The defendant no-8 in his written statement vehemently denied the averments of plaint 
and submitted that though Khatian no-70 issued by revenue authority in the name of 
Upendra Nath Saha alone in 1961-62, which was modified/corrected under Meyadi Patta 
No-59/218, Dag No-182/123 issued in the name of plaintiff's and defendants no-3-7. That 
mutation of defendants no-1&2 was allowed in DM(PS) Case No-374/06 against the 
interest of plaintiff and against which plaintiff's filed DM(PS)No-17/06, which was 
dismissed by A.S.O. Thereafter plaintiff's obtained order of attachment which was 
vacated and criminal revision of plaintiff's dismissed. Upon the above defendants prayed 
dismissal of suit with cost. 

 
3. At the time of preparing this judgment it has learned from the case records that 

no issue framed by my predecessor in office and accordingly for the sake of 
justice I framed following issues:-  

 

             ISSUES                             
1. Is the suit is maintainable it its present form?  
2. Is there any cause of action for the suit? 
3. Whether plaintiff's and proforma defendant no-1& 2 have title over A 

schedule including B schedule land? 
4. Whether Gift Deed No-1084 is void and liable to be canceled? 
5. Whether insertion of names of defendants no-3 to  7 in A schedule 

land did not confer any title to them, nor any titl e to defendants no-1&2? 
6. Whether plaintiff's are entitled to get any relief s as prayed for?  

  

4. In this case plaintiff side adduces both oral and documentary evidences before the court. 
In the other hand defendants side also adduces both oral and documentary evidences 
before this court.   
  
5. I have heard the arguments put forwarded by plaintiff and defendant side. I have also 
perused the pleadings of both sides along with the entire evidences on records and written 
argument submitted by plaintiff's side. 
   

             DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISION 

 

6. ISSUE NO6. ISSUE NO6. ISSUE NO6. ISSUE NO----1111::::----                MAINTAINABILITYMAINTAINABILITYMAINTAINABILITYMAINTAINABILITY 
The defendant in the instant suit alleged that the suit is not maintainable in its present 
form. In the instant suit failed to mention specifically as why and how the suit is not 
maintainable. Whereas Order –8, Rule- 2 of C.P.C says that defendant must raise all 
the pleadings specifically regarding the non maintainability of the suit. I also do not find 
anything in the suit which renders the suit is not maintainable. Hence the suit is 
maintainable. This issue is answered in affirmative and in favor of the plaintiff.    
7.  ISSUE NO7.  ISSUE NO7.  ISSUE NO7.  ISSUE NO----2     2     2     2     CAUSE OF ACTION 
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In the law, a cause of action is a set of facts sufficient to justify a right to sue to obtain 
money, property, or the enforcement of a right against another party. In other words cause 
of action can be defined as bundle of facts affirmed by one party and denied by the other. A  
              (4) 
cause of action in a civil suit, renders several sets of facts asserted by some body against 
other, which gave right to sue and when the parties in a civil suit successfully proves such 
facts in their favor that helps the parties to get judicial reliefs through competent court of 
jurisdiction.  
Let have look whether the plaint discloses any such bundles of facts, which requires 
adjudication in this suit. I have carefully gone through the entire case records and finds that 
instant suit has been filed by plaintiff's challenging manipulation land records of suit A 
schedule land by inserting names of defendants no-3 to 7 in draft Chita with evil purpose of 
acquiring title from the person recorded in draft chitha by procuring an invalid gift deed from 
defendant no-3, in the name of defendants no-1&2. So, in substance this suit has been filed 
for cancellation of title, for invalidating gift deed, correction of records and for recovery of 
khas possession by evicting the defendants from suit B schedule land. In the other 
defendants contested this suit by filling written statement both in law and facts. The 
defendants raised question over the title of plaintiff's and their predecessor over the suit 
land and pleaded valid right, title of defendants no-3 to 7 over suit land and defendants no-3 
having her valid title over suit B schedule land gifted such land to defendants no-1&2 and 
accordingly names of both defendants no-1&2 recorded over suit land. The defendants 
further raised some questions of fact and law against the pleadings of both sides.  
All the above facts  arose from the pleadings of both sides in this case gives rise cause of 
action and that requires adjudication in this case. The pleadings of plaintiff give raise 
assertion and denial of both law and facts, which requires adjudication in this suit.  
Therefore in the light of all the above discussion I am of considered opinion that plaintiff in 
this case succeeds to show cause of action. Hence this issue is answered in affirmative and 
in favor of plaintiff.  
8. ISSUE NO-3, 4 &5:- RIGHT, TITLE OF PLAINTIFF'S & PROFORMA DEFENDANTS NO-1&2 OVER SUIT 
A&B SCHEDULE LAND AND WHETHER GIFT DEED NO-1084 IS VOID AND LIABLE TO BE CANCELED AND 

WHETHER INSERTION OF NAMES OF DEFENDANTS NO-3-7 OVER A SCHEDULE LAND CONFER ANY TITLE 

TO DEFENDANTS NO-1&2:- 
All the three issues above are co-relates and same in nature, that why all the three 
issues above are taken together for discussion and decision for adjudication of real 
points of controversy between the parties. Before entering into the oral and 
documentary evidences of both sides let have a glance over the prime allegations of 
both sides, that has been put forwarded through their respective pleadings. The 
plaintiff's have brought instant suit contending that Upendra Saha was sole owner of suit 
A schedule land of plaint and after his death his four sons the plaintiffs and proforma 
defendants inherited such land and their names has been recorded during resettlement 
operation in draft patta no-59. But  revenue staff under influence of defendant no-1 inserted 
the names of defendants of Group-I with intentions to grab part of suit A schedule land 
which described in suit B schedule of plaint and on the strength of such illegal recording of 
their names defendant no-3 executed Gift Deed No-1084 dated-1/4/06 with respect to suit 
B schedule land to defendant no-1 and 2 and in quick succession they succeeded to obtain 
mutation in their names and on the strength of such illegal recordings of their names 
defendants no-1&2  take illegal possession over B schedule land of plaint by dispossessing 
the plaintiff's therefrom. The plaintiff's in their plaint averted about various proceeding 
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arising out of subject matter of suit by contending that   plaintiff's were in quite dark about 
the conspiracy of defendant no-1 and illegal insertion of names being noticed by them on-
6/5/06, they filed Misc Case No-17/06 by fixing for objection on-7/8/06 but defendant no-1  
      (5) 
got his name mutated on-17/7/06, prior to the date of objection of Misc Case No-17/06 
which baffled the plaintiffs for filling Misc Appeal No-27/06 and cause to tact it with Misc 
Case No-17/06. That as the defendant no-1 and 2 were planing to take forcible possession 
of suit land, the plaintiff's filed an attachment proceeding under section-145 of Cr.P.C and 
on the basis of Police report the Executive Magistrate passed an order of attachment of 
land of schedule A in Misc Case No-80/06, against which defendant no-3 went to Session 
Judge and filed C.R No-27(3)/06 which was dismissed on-8/9/06. Thereafter defendant no-
1 filed a proxy suit T.S No-538/06, through defendant no-8 showing himself as proforma 
defendant  purchasing share of Late Mahendra Saha and showing defendant to be monthly 
tenants and illegally obtained an order of injunction from the court Munsiff No-3 against the 
collector and to overcome the difficulty of executing it, he got the case records of Misc 
Case No-80/06 transferred to Additional Dist Magistrate and procured an illegal order of 
vacating order of attachment. That plaintiff's filed Criminal Revision No-3(4)/06 before 
Session Judge, Dhubri, who stayed the order of A.D.M and directed to restore attachment, 
which was openly defied by Magistrate and Police. That embolden by the prevailing 
disorder created by C.R No-3(4)/06 and Misc(J) No-227/06, the defendant no-1, a non-
existent occupant of land of B schedule, on the basis of in invalid  gift deed, started to move 
and take and possession of it through his clown, defendant no-8 and as soon as it came to 
notice of plaintiff's on-15/12/06, in the morning he pushed it down and only then, defendant 
no-1 appeared in the war field and defendant no-1 with the help of S.I Binod Barman filed a 
false F.I.R against the plaintiff no-1 and under the grip of defendant no-1, plaintiff no-1 was 
kept in wrongful confinement for 21 days.  
On contra defendants raised question over the title of plaintiff's and their predecessor over 
the suit land and pleaded valid right, title of defendants no-3 to 7 over suit land and 
defendants no-3 having her valid title over suit B schedule land gifted such land to 
defendants no-1&2 and accordingly names of both defendants no-1&2 recorded over suit 
land. The defendants side in their written statement admitted the fact of various proceeding 
arises from the subject matter of this suit between the plaintiff's and defendants. 
All the above are the prime contentions of plaintiff's side and defendant side  and plaintiff's 
side to prove all the above facts examined one witness and exhibited 17 numbers of 
documentary evidences before this court. The defendants side also examined three 
witnesses and exhibited four numbers of documentary evidences. I have carefully gone 
through the oral and documentary evidences of plaintiff's and defendants side. Where I find 
that in this case plaintiff side examined himself as PW-1 and who submitted his 
examination in chief supporting the fact that father of plaintiff's named Upendra Saha was 
owner and possessor of schedule A land and accordingly his name also recorded over 
Khatian no-70, dag no-123 in the year 1961-62 and after his death plaintiff's and proforma 
defendant no-1&2 recorded over suit land and draft patta also issued in the year 1991-92. 
Ext-1 is the copy of Khatian no-70, Ext-2 is Draft Patta no-59 and Ext-3 is revenue paying 
receipt of suit land. PW-1 also deposes that defendant no-1 under his influence to 
settlement staff got recorded names of defendants no-3 to 7 over suit land and on the 
strength of said recording of their names defendants no-1&2 got executed gift deed no-
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1084 dated-1/4/06 in respect of 1/2L of land from dag no-123. Ext-4 is the copy of 
Jamabandi and Ext-5 is land holding certificate and Ext-6 is certified copy of gift deed no-
1084/06. PW-1 further supported the fact that plaintiff's were in quite dark about the  
      (6) 
conspiracy of defendant no-1 and illegal insertion of names being noticed by them on-
6/5/06, they filed Misc Case No-17/06 by fixing for objection on-7/8/06 but defendant no-12 
got his name mutated on-17/7/06, prior to the date of objection of Misc Case No-17/06 
which baffled the plaintiffs for filling Misc Appeal No-27/06 and cause to tact it with Misc 
Case No-17/06 and as the defendant no-1 and 2 were planing to take forcible possession 
of suit land, the plaintiff's filed an attachment proceeding under section-145 of Cr.P.C and 
on the basis of Police report the Executive Magistrate passed an order of attachment of 
land of schedule A in Misc Case No-80/06, against which defendant no-3 went to Session 
Judge and filed C.R No-27(3)/06 which was dismissed on-8/9/06 and thereafter defendant 
no-1 filed a proxy suit T.S No-538/06, through defendant no-8 showing himself as proforma 
defendant  purchasing share of Late Mahendra Saha and showing defendant to be monthly 
tenants and illegally obtained an order of injunction from the court Munsiff No-3 against the 
collector and to overcome the difficulty of executing it, he got the case records of Misc 
Case No-80/06 transferred to Additional Dist Magistrate and procured an illegal order of 
vacating order of attachment. PW-1 further deposes that plaintiff's filed Criminal Revision 
No-3(4)/06 before Session Judge, Dhubri, who stayed the order of A.D.M and directed to 
restore attachment, which was openly defied by Magistrate and Police. That embolden by 
the prevailing disorder created by C.R No-3(4)/06 and Misc(J) No-227/06, the defendant 
no-1, a non-existent occupant of land of B schedule, on the basis of in invalid  gift deed, 
started to move and take and possession of it through his clown, defendant no-8 and as 
soon as it came to notice of plaintiff's on-15/12/06, in the morning he pushed it down and 
only then, defendant no-1 appeared in the war field and defendant no-1 with the help of S.I 
Binod Barman filed a false F.I.R against the plaintiff no-1 and under the grip of defendant 
no-1, plaintiff no-1 was kept in wrongful confinement for 21 days. Ext-7 is the copy of 
petition filed by plaintiff's for striking out the names of defendants, Ext-8 is the notice issued 
by A.S.O, Dhubri, Ext-9 is copy of Mutation Appeal, Ext-11 is petition filed under section-
145 of Cr.P.C, Ext-12 is the copy of attachment order, Ext-13 is the copy of order dated-
8/9/06, Ext-14 is the copy of order passed in Misc Case No-277/06, Ext-15 is the copy of 
order vacating the attachment, Ext-16 is the copy of order sheet and Ext-17 is copy of FIR 
lodged by defendants. All the documentary evidences submitted by the plaintiff's side in this 
suit already admitted by the defendants in their written statement, so further prove all such 
documents not warranted. The oral and documentary evidences plaintiff's side supported 
and proved the entire averments of plaint and this court not finds any contradictory 
evidences from testimony of PW-1.  
On contra defendants side adduces both oral and documentary evidences. After careful 
perusal of oral and documentary evidences of plaintiff side it reveals that DW-1 Jaykanta 
Kalita though submitted his examination in chief through affidavit supporting the entire 
averments of defendants side, but his cross-examination indicates that DW-1 have got no 
knowledge about the original source of suit land.  DW-1, even does not know whether 
name Santibala was recorded in Jamabandi prior to 29/4/91. The cross-examination part of 
DW-1 renders the entire testimony of DW-1 appears to be non believable as DW-1 fails to 
stand over his own initial testimony.  
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From Ext-1 it is evident that predecessor of plaintiff's named Upendra Nath Saha was 
original owner of suit land and from Ext-2&5 it is clear that names of all the plaintiff's and 
proforma defendants no-1&2  recored over settlement records after death of said Upendra  
      (7) 
Nath Saha. Ext-4 shows the names of defendants no-3,4,5 and 6 recorded over settlement 
records of suit land along the plaintiff's and proforma defendants no-1&2. Why the names 
of defendants no-3 to 6 recorded over suit in Ext-4, that facts is not clear before the court, 
because in original Final Khatian(vide Ext-1) names of all the defendants or other 
predecessors of defendants no-3 to 6 not recorded. Ext-4, prepared subsequently to Ext-
1&2 documents and how the defendants no-3 to 6 got such land that facts not clear before 
this court. So, right, title of defendant no-3-6 over suit land not proved and even their 
source of title also not established.  
More over DW-1, Joy Kanta Kalita in his cross-examination deposes that he knows very 
little about the original source of suit land about the heirs of original pattadars late-Upendra 
Nath Saha or heirs of Late-Mahendra Nath Saha, when and how the name of Santi Bala 
was mutated in the draft patta and whether name of Santi Bala was recorded in Jamabandi 
prior to 29/4/91. In this case defendant no-1&2 filed their joint written statement in a later 
stage and defendant no-8 Utpal Saha filed a separate written statement challenging the 
contents of plaint disclosing the various details about the various proceeding and about the 
suit filed by him but his written statement not contribute any positive effect as because  he 
did not adduce any evidences. The written statement filed by defendant no-8 proved and 
supported the facts of various proceedings and with positive assertion of title of all the 
plaintiffs.  
The defendant no-1&2 in this suit pleaded their title over suit land on the strength of Ext-6 
gift deed allegedly executed by defendant no-3 Santi Bala Saha in their favor over the suit 
land. So, the defendants no-1&2 claimed their source of title  from Santi Bala 
Saha(defendant no-3), but in this case, the right title and possession of said Santi Bala 
Saha not proved as said Santi Bala Saha failed to  prove or show any documents regarding 
her source of title over suit land. In Ext-6, said Santi Bala Saha only claimed her title over 
suit land, but she failed to disclose her source of title over suit land. So, it can be safely 
decide here that title of donor of defendants no-1&2 not proved over suit land.  
In the draft Chitha though it confers no title, heirs of four brothers are shown to be pattadar 
of 2L of land as per written statement of defendants and Santi Bala Saha is one of heirs of 
one brother who had seven heirs and as such her husband inherited 2/4L of land, who left 
as many as seven or more, as such the share of Santi Bala would have been 1/14L and as 
such Santi Bala Saha can not gift away for more than her due share 1/14L; if she really did 
not inherit. More also whether all the legal heirs of brothers of late Upen Saha(father of 
plaintiff's and proforma defendants no-1&2) got the suit land equally, that fact is not proved 
from the settlement record prepared in the year 1961-62 vide Ext-1. Because in Ext-1 Final 
Khatian names of plaintiff's predecessor recorded over suit land and defendant side in this 
suit failed to prove or show any documents revealing right, title of predecessor of 
defendants no-3 to 6. Thus the title of the defendants no-1&2, not established in this case. 
Hence upon the above it can be safely decide here that gift deed executed by Santi Bala 
vide Ext-6 is void and does not confer any right, title and interest to the defendants no-1&2.  
The plaintiff's side through exhibiting Ext-1,2&5 proved the fact that suit earlier owned and 
possessed by their predecessor Upendra Nath Saha and after his death present plaintiff's 
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along with proforma defendants no-1&2 possessing the suit land, but subsequently the 
defendants no-1&2 by the dint of Ext-4&6, forcefully dispossessed them from suit B 
schedule land.  
 
      (8) 
Therefore in the light of all the above discussion I am of considered opinion that plaintiff's 
and proforma defendants no-1&2 have got their valid title over suit A including B schedule 
of plaint and gift deed executed by defendant no-3 in favor defendants no-1&2 is void and 
liable to be canceled. It is further proved that no title confer upon the defendants no-1&2 by 
the dint of alleged gift deed. Hence all  the issues above are answered in affirmative and in 
favor of plaintiff's.  
 

9 ISSUE NO-6 :- RELIEFS   
  In the light of discussion and decision made in all the foregoing issues plaintiff's is 
entitled to get decree all the reliefs as prayed for. Hence this issue is answered in 
affirmative and in favor of plaintiff's.  

 
 
        ORDER  
 

10.  In the result plaintiff's suit is decreed on contest with cost by declaring title of 
plaintiff's and proforma defendants no-1&2 over suit A schedule land including B 
schedule of plaint and none of defendants of group-I&II has title over A&B schedule 
land.  The gift deed no-1084/06 is declared void and liable to be canceled. A decree for 
recovery of possession of B schedule land by evicting the defendants no-1,2&8, their 
agents and by demolishing the newly structures raised thereon. An order of perpetual 
injunction also passed restraining the defendants no-1&2 from proceeding with 
construction works whatsoever.  
   11. Prepare a decree accordingly. Judgment is pronounced and delivered in open court 
under the hand seal of this court on  11th day of February, 2014.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   MUNSIFF NO-1 

                  Dhubri  
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                                                       APPENDIX 

 

 

1. PLAINTIFFS WITNESSES: -          PW- 1 Tapan Saha 

                                                        

2. DEFENDANTS WITNESSES:-     DW-1 Joykanta Kalita 

                                                                 DW-2 Rajendra Nath Roy 

                                                                 DW-3 Dulal Chandra Das 

   

3. PLAINTIFFS EXHIBITS   : -              Ext-1 C.C of Khatian 
                               Ext-2 Draft Chitha 
                                                                           Ext-3 Receipt 
                     Ext-4 C.C of Jamabandi 
                     Ext-5 Holding Certificate 
         Ext-6 C.C of Gift Deed 
         Ext-7 Photostate copy of petition 
         Ext-8  copy of Notice 
         Ext-9 Xerox opy of Mutation Appeal 
         Ext-10 Copy of Argument 
    Ext-11 Xerox copy of patition under section-145 
        Ext-12, C.C of Attachement Order 
        Ext-13 C.C Order 
        Ext-14 C.C of Order 
        Ext-15 C.C of order 
        Ext-16 order sheet 
        Ext-17 Xerox copy of F.I.R 

             

4. DEFENDANTS EXHIBITED:-         Ext-A C.C of Gift Deed 
                                                                    Ext-B  C.C of order 
                                                                    Ext-C &D order 
  Ext-E C.C of Jamabandi 
   

 

 

 MUNSIFF NO-1 

                                                                    Dhubri 


